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March 2019
Upcoming Events

NEWS FROM
Meg Barnden-Hyde
I am pleased to inform all the families
that I have accepted the offer of Centre
Manager position at TG’s Childcare
Armidale. It is exciting to be returning to
TG’s Armidale to meet new families and be
part of the Armidale TG’s family and share
my wealth of experience in management,
leadership, mentoring and building
relationships. This position will commence
Monday 4th March 2019.
It is with great pleasure to announce that
Bron will continue her journey with TG’s
and step into the position of Centre
Manager at TG’s Uralla. Over the past 2
years I have had the beautiful experience of
mentoring and developing Bron’s
management and leadership skills and
seeing her grow as an Educator and a 2IC
Manager in training.
We have such a beautiful team in Uralla
who have developed and grown under my
leadership. It has been such an honor to
work with them all. And under Bron’s
guidance they will continue to grow and
develop as beautiful educators.
Thank you to all the beautiful families I
have met during my time in Uralla and I
wish everyone the best for the future.
Cheers
Meg

Playing is
Learning
for Life

•

Clean Up Australia Day – 3rd March

•

St Patrick’s Day – 17th March

•

Seniors Week 18-24th March

•

Easter – Good Friday 19th April Public Holiday (Centre Closed)

•

Easter Monday 22nd April -Public
Holiday (Centre Closed)

Educational Leader

Bron Byers
With Bron stepping into the
Centre Manager position we are happy to
announce that Meg Devine will become part
of the Uralla TG’s family.
Meg has been the Team Leader in the
Boaties room at TG’s Armidale and will
become the Team Leader in the Joey’s room
at Uralla.
She will be supported by educator’s Emily
and Bek. Please make sure you introduce
yourself to Meg Devine and make her feel
welcome at TG’s Uralla.
TG’s operates under the EYLF. This framework was developed by the
Department of Education and outlines 5 learning outcomes for
children from birth to 5 years based around the themes of Belonging,
Being and Becoming.
OUTCOME 1:
OUTCOME 2:
world
OUTCOME 3:
OUTCOME 4:

Children have a strong sense of identity.
Children are connected with and contribute to their
Children have a strong sense of wellbeing
Children are confident & involved learners.

TG’s Uralla
23B John Street, URALLA NSW 2358
Phone: 02 6778 3369
Email: uralla@tgschildcare.com.au
Website: www.tgschildcare.com.au
Facebook: TG’s Preschool and Long Day Care

The T & G behind TG’s
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Joeys

The Joey’s are making connections and building
relationships with their families and ask all families
to bring in family photos to be used within the TG’s
family tree they are making with the children.
Photos can be emailed to
uralla@tgschildcare.com.au or brought into the
centre to get photocopied. These photos can be of
your family members, family friends and please
include the pets in your life.
The family tree will assist with promoting for all
children to feel a sense of being, belonging and
becoming within the TG’s environment.
Due to health and hygiene standards we are asking
all families to take their child’s drink bottles and
hats home at the end of each day and bring them
back in the child’s bag the next TG’s day for their
child.

NEWS FROM

Preschool
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Team Leader
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Thank you, Uralla Bowling Club, for their kind donation of the
bowl sets we can use with the children to develop their handeye co-ordination, balance and physical development.
In the Preschool room our curriculum is based on the
children’s interest. The educator’s discovered that a common
family interest is having Pizza for tea. To extend and further

develop children’s knowledge the children and educators are
creating their own pizza shop and through play the children
can
learn different social, mathematical, physical, health and
TG’s Uralla went through Assessment and Rating
emotional concepts. Why not make homemade pizzas with
late January 2019. This was a huge team effort
from educators, management and families. We are
your children this weekend?

excited to announce that TG’s Uralla got meeting
in Area 1 (Educational Program and Practice), Area Children use expressive language every day to communicate.
Within our room we are exploring how children can
2 (Children’s Health and Safety), Area 3 (Physical
Environment), Area 5 (Relationship with Children)
communicate with each other in a positive expressive way.
and Area 7 (Governance and Leadership). We are Through this we have been able to incorporate sign language
Exceeding the national Quality Standard for
into our daily routine and give our Pre-schoolers opportunities
Quality Area 4 (Staffing Arrangements) and Quality
to express themselves to one another in different ways.
Area 6 (Collaborative Partnerships with Families

